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Face Masks—Earloop Infection Control

Call: 800.645.2310 • Fax: 800.957.7362     

SAFE+MASK SOF SKIN
EARLOOP
MEDICOM

Safe+Mask Sof Skin
Earloop Masks are
designed with
sensitive skin in mind.
Its soft, lightweight
and highly breathable
inner layer is gentle, non-irritating and remains
cool on the skin for ultimate ease and comfort. The
cellulose-blend inner layer is white, extra soft and
dye free which leaves skin feeling clean and dry. It
does not lint, tear or shred. Safe Mask Sof Skin
Earloop Masks meet ASTM 2100 standard for
everyday, low barrier protection. (Level 1) 

50/Box
9532291   White [2080]
9532292   Blue [2081]
9532293   Pink [2082]
9532294   Lavender [2083]

SAFE+MASK PREMIER
EARLOOP
MEDICOM

Safe+Mask
Premier
face masks
with
earloops
provide low barrier protection for oral exams of
low-risk patients and procedures involving the
lowest levels of spray and spatter such as fluoride
treatments, minor orthodontics and basic lab work.
The masks have added protection with a unique
shingle pleat design to prevent fluid pooling. 

50/Box
9532058   Lavender [2011]
9532060  Blue [2015]
9532062  Pink [2016]
9532064  Yellow [2017]
9532066  Teal [2018] 

SAFE+MASK PREMIER PLUS
MODERATE BARRIER
MEDICOM

Safe+Mask Premier
Plus Earloop Mask is 
a moderate barrier
mask for oral exams
of known higher-risk
patients and procedures involving moderate levels
of spray, spatter and airborne particles such as
endo or periodontic procedures, bleaching and lab

SAFE+MASK PREMIER ELITE
EARLOOP
MEDICOM

Safe+Mask Premier
Elite Earloop Mask's
high barrier are ideal
for oral exams of
high-risk patients and procedures involving high
levels of spray, spatter, moisture and airborne
particles. Perfect for ultrasonic scalers, high-speed
aerosols, air polishers and oral surgeries. 

50/Box
9532065  Pink [2046]
9532061   Blue [2042]
9532067   White [2047]

SAFE+MASK MASTER SERIES
MEDICOM

A line of masks with
colors inspired by
Augusta National's
beautiful landscapes.
Constructed with the
same high quality materials found in the
Safe+Mask Premier line, these ASTM Level 1 masks

SAFETYPLUS FLUID
RESISTANT MASK
TIDI PRODUCTS

These masks are manufactured in the USA using
soft, breathable materials, and feature comfortable
earloops for long-wear and surpass protection
standards. The SafetyPlus is a medium barrier fluid
resistant mask with downward folding pleats to
prevent pooling. 

50/Box
9529362  Blue [9030]

S3 C2 MASK
CRANBERRY

Earloop masks
enriched and
micro-coated with
cucumber extract. 

50/Box
9539080 Lavender [S3070L]
9539082 Blue [S3070B]
9539084 Pink [S3070P]

S3 FACE MASK
CRANBERRY

S3 face masks are
designed with healthy
skin in mind with
exclusive S3 features
that provide skin soothing benefits. S3 offers
ASTM Level 2 protection and exceptional breathing
efficiency with its exclusive Breath EZ filter.

50/Box
9539090  White [S3060W]
9539092  Blue [S3060B]

S3 MINT FACE MASK
CRANBERRY

Earloop masks
designed with sensitive
skin in mind. Delivers
soft feel and smooth
breathing protection. S3 Mint masks provide
secure protection by delivering 99% on BFE AND
PFE @ 0.1 Micron. 

50/Box
9539072 Blue [S3090B]
9539074 Lavender [S3090L]
9539076 Green [S3090G]
9539078 Yellow [S3090Y]

natural breathing process. 

50/Box
9539060  Pink [S3080P]
9539062 Blue [S3080B]
9539064 Lavender [S3080L]
9539066 White [S3080W]

with their joyful outer layers will brighten your
office. 

50/Box
9532276   Augusta Sky [2050]
9532277   Azalea [2051]             
9532278   Lush Lawn [2052]      
9532279   Georgia Sun [2053]   
9532274   Southern Bellflower [2054]

work with exposure to blood or contaminated
materials. 

50/Box
9532063  Blue [2040]

SAFE+MASK TAILORMADE
PROCEDURE MASK
MEDICOM

Medicom's Safe+Mask
TailorMade Procedure
Earloop Face Mask
enables the wearer to
create a tight seal
around the face with
the help of the aluminum nose and chin pieces. 

50/Box
9532322   Blue [2072]

DARBY DENTAL SUPPLY 
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